Modified Cursive

• These are the forms of each letter to present and practice during the "teach new material" portion of each lesson: print capital, print lower case, and cursive lower case. We use the cursive form most similar to the print form for simplicity's sake. We don't teach cursive capitals.

• You can show or discuss other forms of each letter - handwriting is very individual and there is no one "correct" form. Print fonts also vary. It's good to be able to recognize all forms.

• Letters are written from top to bottom, left to right. Practice connecting the new letter to a variety of other letters, before and after it, since letters connect differently (high and low). Remember to differentiate between the three letter heights: sky, grass, and underground.

Aaa   Kkkk   Uuu
Bbb   Llll   Vvv
Ccc   Mmm   Www
Ddd   Nnn   XXX
Eee   Ooo   Yyy
FFF   Ppp   Zzz
Ggg   Qqq
Hhh   Rrrr
IIi   Sss
JJj   Ttt